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The UN’s most inclusive body at a 
crossroads 
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By Matheus Alves Zanella and Jessica Duncan 

Published simultaneously in the Food Governance blog 

The world food price crisis of 2007/08 shook global food governance. The 

pressure to find solutions to the unexpected price increase of several food 

products resulted in the launching of many global initiatives. One of which 

was the reform of the United Nation’s Committee on World Food Security 

(CFS), who transformed itself from ‘the most boring UN body of all’, in the 

words of an experienced diplomat based in Rome, to the foremost inclusive 

international and intergovernmental platform for food security, with 

substantive participation of different actors including member states, civil 

society and the private sector. 



 

cc.Neal Sanche 

That was 2009 and there was a general sense of urgency in addressing claims 

that over 1 billion people were going hungry worldwide. The reformed CFS 

was well positioned in this debate, by giving voice to all relevant actors, 

notably those most affected by food insecurity, and transitioning from an 

inactive talk-shop to a leading intergovernmental body. Through the  
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OPINION: Knowing the soil is important 
for modern dairy farmers  
BALA TIKKISETTY  

Last updated 14:06, 13 November 2015  



 
Supplied  

Bala Tikkisetty.  

Knowing the soil has always been the basis of good farming because the soil 

is the foundation of the production system. 

For modern dairy farmers a good understanding of their property's soils has 

even more importance because the soil is also the basis of the effluent 

treatment system.  Knowing the soil conditions and how they vary during 

the year can help to deliver very practical benefits including maximising 

utilisation of nutrients in dairy effluent and preventing contamination of 

ground water and waterways. http://www.stuff.co.nz/waikato-

times/opinion/74010739/opinion-knowing-the-soil-is-important-for-modern-

dairy-farmers 

A splash of climate hope as Turnbull knifes 
Abbott 
Sara Phillips ABC Environment 15 Sep 2015  



 

Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull at a press conference on 14th September.  

Malcolm Turnbull has toppled the party leader and sitting Prime Minister to assume 
the top job. For Australians worried about climate change, there's hope he'll be 
stronger on climate than his predecessor. 

http://www.abc.net.au/environment/articles/2015/09/15/4312889.htm 
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Could we see an election fought over 
climate change again? 
OPINION 
By Peter Lewis  
Posted Wed at 11:11amWed 2 Dec 2015, 11:11am  



 
Photo: Malcolm Turnbull turned up to Paris wearing Tony Abbott's Direct 
Action policy like a fig leaf. (AFP: Ian Langsdon)  
Polling shows the public was never that against climate action, but that they were 
just let down by successive leaders. Now there is cause to believe that's all 
changing, writes Peter Lewis. 

There was a sense of a fractured fairytale as Australia put forward its credentials to 

the Paris climate change conference, with our Prime Minister earnestly committing to 

act on a policy lovingly crafted by his sceptic predecessor. 

While there were questions over whether Tony Abbott would stay away from the 

convention, Malcolm Turnbull took to the stage to say Australia was not daunted by 

the challenge the world faced and would play its part in global efforts. 

Peter Lewis is a director of Essential Media Communications. 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-12-02/lewis-have-climate-politics-

changed/6993050 
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Coal casts a shadow over the Paris 
climate summit 
OPINION 
By Ian Verrender  
Posted Mon at 7:47amMon 30 Nov 2015, 7:47am  



 
Photo: Coal exporting nations such as Australia have become the targets of 
furious lobbying. (David Gray: Reuters)  
Coal is the elephant in the room at the Paris climate summit starting today, as 
economics, energy poverty and the mining lobby all combine to ensure the meeting 
will be both a triumph and a disappointment, writes Ian Verrender. 

If history is any guide, the climate gabfest that gets under way in Paris today will be 

both a triumph and a source of bitter disappointment. 

Despite mounting, indeed overwhelming scientific evidence, it is unlikely any 

meaningful agreement will be hammered out by the gaggle of presidents, prime 

ministers and premiers assembling in the City of Lights today. 

Ian Verrender is the ABC's business editor and writes a weekly column for The Drum. 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-11-30/verrender-coal-casts-a-long-shadow-over-

the-paris-climate-summit/6984890 
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Don't rely on grand treaties from the 
Paris climate summit 
OPINION 
By Sara Phillips  
Posted 27 Nov 2015, 10:05amFri 27 Nov 2015, 10:05am  

 
Photo: As we approach the Paris climate conference, it's worth turning to 
Copenhagen as a cautionary tale. (Reuters: Jason Lee)  
If we want to avoid the disappointment we felt after the 2009 Copenhagen climate 
conference, we need to accept that the Paris meeting next week won't be about 
signing some grand treaty, but about keeping up momentum for change, writes 
Sara Phillips. 

Calm your farm, Greenies. Paris is an amazing city, but the United Nations 

conference on climate change to be held next week is not going to save the world. 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-11-27/phillips-don't-rely-on-grand-treaties-from-

paris/6979176 
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Malcolm Turnbull begins the great climate 
catch-up 
Date 

30 November 2015  

EDITORIAL 



 

Australia has joined a 19-nation, $US20 billion global coalition to bolster 
climate change technology over five years. Photo: Sean Gallup  

Australia alone cannot change global temperatures. But we can ensure our 

emissions reduction targets are ambitious and achievable, most likely through 

a globally linked, market-based scheme. We can encourage other countries to 

adopt similarly tough and efficient policies too. 

Read more: http://www.smh.com.au/comment/smh-editorial/malcolm-turnbull-

begins-the-great-climate-catchup-20151129-glb4wr.html#ixzz3tDI0NoEV  
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Paris climate summit: There's grounds for 
optimism 
OPINION 
By Mike Steketee  
Posted 20 Nov 2015, 7:57amFri 20 Nov 2015, 7:57am  



Photo: The UK has announced it will close all coal-fired power stations by 
2025, so will Australia also show its commitment to change? (AFP: Oli Scarff)  
The Paris climate change summit later this month will be a test of whether 
Australia is ready to get serious, and whether it will embrace new studies that show 
it's possible to reduce emissions without the economic blowback, writes Mike 
Steketee. 

While the Paris attacks last weekend demonstrated the extent of man's inhumanity to 

man, perhaps the climate change summit starting there on Monday-week will provide 

grounds for greater optimism. 

If so, it will be based not so much on the words of the agreement to which world 

leaders subscribe as the measures that they take. 

Mike Steketee is a freelance journalist. He was formerly a columnist and national 

affairs editor for The Australian. 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-11-20/steketee-paris-climate-summit-there's-

grounds-for-optimism/6956944 



Climate for Change: Why Paris matters so 
much  

EDITORIAL 

 

The effects of climate change can be managed. Photo: Jessica Shapiro  

Five years is a very short time when it comes to measuring global warming. 

It's an age, however, in terms of assessing the politics of climate change. 

Read more: http://www.smh.com.au/comment/smh-editorial/climate-for-

change-why-paris-matters-so-much-20151122-gl5bx7.html#ixzz3tDIJXbJq  
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“If we knew what it was we were doing, it would not 
be called research, would it?”  
― Albert Einstein 
 
 


